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In the hot universe model, the recombi
nation of the plasma causes the decoupling 
of matter from the primeval radiation and 
the uniform gas starts to fragment into 
gravitationally contracting clouds.l} If the 
cloud contracts adiabatically, hydrogen 
atoms in it are soon collisionally ionized 
again and the cloud is finally dispersed by 
radiation pressure.Z) Therefore, some kind 
of cryogen is necessary to form a bound 
system. Since the primeval gas does not 
contain the heavy elements like carbon,S) 
the Hz molecule is the sole possibility of 
a primeval cryogen. In this way, the for
mation of H2 is closely connected to the 
generation of astronomical objects like 
galaxies. 

In this letter, we show the evolution of 
Hz abundance in the uniform medium in 
contrast with the works by Saslaw et aU) 
and Peebles et al.,S) in which they cal
culated the products of Hz in dense clouds. 
Our aim is to find the critical epock be
fore which the formation of Hz has been 
prevented even in the dense cloud by the 
photo-dissociation. 

the Editor 

Here, we consider the following proces-
ses, 

(A) 
t+e~H-+hJJ' (1) 

H- + H"-7H2 -"-7H2+e, (2) 

(B) 
t+H+~H2++hJJ , (3) 

H2 + +H"-7H2+H+, (4) 

and 

Hz + hJJ"-7H2*"-7H +H . (5) 

In the processes (A) and (B), electron and 
proton work as a kind of catalyzer. Re
action rate a in cm- 8 sec and photodisso
ciation rate fi in sec- 1 are taken as a (H, e) 
=6.1 x10- 19T m,6) a(H, H+) =5.0X10- z4 

Tmz,4) a(H-, H) =a(Hz+, H) =1.3x10-9,S) 

and fi.(H-) =1.5X10-zT rz.4 exp(-8750j 
T r),4l whereT m and Tr are matter and 
radiation temperatures in oK respectively. 
The remaining fi (Hz +) and fi (Hz) are not 
so simply given, because the populations 
among the vibrational levels depend on 
their formation processes. 

If all of Hz + were in the vibrationally 
ground states, the process (B) might be 
more frequent than the (A) and the pro
duct of Hz amounts to Hz/H~10-4 at Tr 
~3000oK. However, such an assumption 
is wrong and we must assume a broad 
distribution among the vibrationar levels 
like Frank-Condon distribution,B) in the 
case of which the process (A) is always 
more frequent than the (B). The ambiguity 
of fi(Hz} does not affect the evolution of 
Hz abundance in the stage such. as 
T r<2000oK,as shown in the figure. 

Evolution of the abundances is shown in 
the figure. Final abundances of H+ 9) and 
Hz are also given in the table. After the 
critical epock when the photo-dissociation 
of H- becomes inefficient, the sufficient 
quantity of Hz can be formed in the 
contracting dense cloud.10) Therefore, the 
first generation of the bound system is 
postponed from the stage of plasma 
recombination (t~lOS.l years, Tr~4000oK 
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Fig. Evolution of the abundances of H+, H, 
H-, H2 + and H2 for the flat universe model 
qo""'-1!2. (a) and (b) denote the two ex-

. treme cases: (a) tl(H2, v=o) =5.1 X 107 exp 
(-1.44X105/T.) and (b) tl(H2, v=14) =2.1 
X 107 exp (-9.19 X 104/Tr ).7) Abundance of 
H2 + is drawn assuming the cross section 
<T=3XlO-19 cm2 and the threshold at A= 
104 A.8) 

. Table. Final abundantes for the Universe 
models with the present density (JmO 

= 1.86 X 10-29 (2qo) g/cm8• 

2qo log (W/H) log (H2!H) 

10 -5.83 -6.72 

1 -5.24 -6.57 
10-1 -4.64 -6.43 
10-2 -3.93 -6.43 

and redshift parameter z:o::108•1 in the case 

qo=lj2) to the stage of H2 formation 
(t:o::106 .9 years, Tr:o::3000~K and z=102). 
These primeval bound systems with mass 

bigger than 106M® are not necessarily 

galaxies themselves but pregalactic super
massive stars.2),5) 
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